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Even if the album cover does not refer to the ESP Project, the music takes us there 

for sure: The presence of Tony Lowe, and the name ’22 Layers’ which will remind ESP 

connoisseurs of the excellent album ‘22 Layers of Sunlight’ from 2018 which Peter 

Coyle, wrote and sang the lyrics on.  A first listen and the music reminds us of Tony 

Patterson with the sweetness of harmonies, sensuality of melodies and delicacy of 

arrangements.  

It only takes a few tens of seconds of listening to the dynamic ‘Soundtrack And The 

Score’ to be convinced.  

‘Blue Sky Volcano’ a calm ballad, melodious at will. ‘Equinox’ launches some strange 

sounds on the synths, before a more electro and very airy development. The music 

takes on an incantatory side with the vocals of Peter Coyle on the incise “formulas 

are lost / formulas of equinox”. The affair takes a psychedelic turn on ‘The Sun Is 

Going Down’, poetic and vaporous.  

‘Purple Aniseed’ has a pretty cool blues rock side. 

More melancholy ‘Invisible Threads’ unfolds its nostalgia on a mid-tempo. For ‘Hello 

Algorithm’ the electro side obviously prevailed. ‘Traveling Home’, remastered, 

initially released as a single in 2020, evokes “Arizona, Kalahari and Barcelona” 

alongside luminous and cool music.  

‘Isotope’. The title track, the most developed of the album, begins in a strange and 

floating harmonic atmosphere and little by little, a slow walking rhythm is set up 

punctuated by the drums and a subtle mixture of major and minor harmonies 

contribute to the undecided side of music. With the vocals coming in, the style of the 

song becomes more precise and settles on a new, rather throbbing mid-tempo.  

‘Isotope’ turns out to be a very poetic and contemplative album, both by the music 

of Tony Lowe but also by the willingly surrealist lyrics of Peter Coyle. The 

soundscapes are mainly carried by keyboards / synths and vocals, and perfectly 

enhanced by the many well-balanced guitar lines. All in sensuality, here is excellent 

melodic prog rock for musical epicureans! - Pierre 
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